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Abstract. Cotton rats (Sigmodon hispidus, CRs) are commonly used as animal models in biomedical research. However, the
reproductive characteristics and ovarian development in the CRs has not been widely investigated. We have previously shown
that female CRs, in particular, show several unique phenotypes associated with the urogenital system, such as chronic kidney
disease and pyometra. Our investigation revealed unique morphologies in CR ovaries, particularly in oocytes. Cotton rat
ovaries at 6–8 weeks of age were obtained from the Hokkaido Institute of Public Health, and their sections analyzed by light
microscopy and transmission electron microscopy. Although the general histology and folliculogenesis of CR ovaries were
similar to those of other experimental rodents, multi-oocyte follicles (MOFs) and double nucleated oocytes (DNOs) were also
observed. Although MOFs were found at all stages of follicular development, a greater frequency of MOFs was observed
in the primary and secondary stages. However, DNOs tended to be frequently observed in primordial follicles. Almost all
MOF oocytes and a few DNOs possessed a clear zona pellucida, expressed DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box polypeptide 4 and
Forkhead box protein 2, a representative marker of oocytes and follicular epithelial cells. Thus, our investigations revealed the
unique phenotypes of the CR ovary. As MOFs and DNOs are occasionally observed in human patients with infertility, the CR
would be a useful animal model to study for gaining a better understanding of folliculogenesis and oocytogenesis, as well as
their abnormalities in humans and other animals.
Key words: Cotton rat, Double nucleated oocytes, Folliculogenesis, Multi-oocyte follicles, Oocytogenesis
(J. Reprod. Dev. 66: 529–538, 2020)

I

nfertility is a common reproductive health problem creating socioeconomic complications in humans and animals alike. Fertility
depends on normal morpho-functional activities of the ovaries, which
are the primary organs responsible for reproduction, and act as a
reservoir of follicles. The ovarian follicle is a morpho-functional
unit containing a germ cell surrounded by somatic cells arranged in
a single or multiple layer, according to the follicle developmental
stage [1]. In the mouse, follicular development from primordial to
antral begins at the early postnatal development stage and continues
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until the late term of the life span [2]. Significant efforts have been
made in recent years to elucidate the factors and mechanisms regulating folliculogenesis, since the size of the primordial follicle (PrF)
population is determined, at least partly, by the reproductive life
span of female mammals.
Folliculogenesis is a key component of reproductive physiology,
although some aspects of this process remain unclear, such as the
appearance of the multi-oocyte follicles (MOFs), which are structures
with two or more oocytes contained within a single follicle [3].
Although most follicles contain only one oocyte as single oocyte
follicles (SOFs), the presence of MOFs containing two or more
oocytes has been described in several animal species, showing large
species-related differences such as in cattle [4, 5], dogs [1, 6], pigs [7,
8], sheep [9, 10] and goats [11]. It has been hypothesized that these
follicles are formed in the early stages of folliculogenesis and develop
from a natural polymorphism that results in oocyte rearrangements
[5, 8]. Another hypothesis posits that these follicles are derived
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from a failure to separate the germ cells during the early phases
of folliculogenesis [12] or also from the inclusion of various germ
cells within a follicle [13]. Apart from their contentious origins, not
much is well understood regarding the development of MOFs. The
significance of the characteristics of MOFs remains unclear as well.
The cotton rat (CR) is an experimental rodent with seven subspecies,
with only Sigmodon hispidus originating from the southern United
States. This subspecies is well characterized and is commonly used
in biomedical research [14]. Reproductive characteristics of the CR
have been fairly extensively studied. Moreover, CR is prolific in nature
and produces nine litters per year, averaging at five to six puppies
per litter [14]. Our previous studies revealed unique phenotypes in
CRs such as metabolic disorder and pharyngeal pouch remnants and
those associated with the urogenital system such as chronic kidney
disease and pyometra [15].
In the present study, we investigated the morphological characteristics of CRs using histological techniques. Briefly, the general
histology and folliculogenesis in CR ovaries were similar to those
in other experimental rodents. On the other hand, the CR ovary
contained several MOFs as well as the double nucleated oocytes
(DNOs). MOFs had two or more oocytes encased in a single follicle
without a separating basement membrane among the follicles, and
DNOs had two nuclei encased in a single follicle containing oocytes.
As MOFs and DNOs are occasionally observed in human patients
with infertility [16], CRs could be used as an appropriate model to
study folliculogenesis and oocytogenesis in humans, and our findings
could be extended to human biomedical research as well.

Materials and Methods
Animals and tissue processing

Animal experimentation was performed according to the guidelines
of the Hokkaido Institute of Public Health (approval no.: K27-03) and
the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Hokkaido University (approval
no.: 20-0012). The CRs were 6–8 weeks old, previously classified
as the young period [15]. They were maintained as the HIS/Hiph
strain through continuous inbreeding under conventional conditions at the Hokkaido Institute of Public Health (Sapporo, Japan).
Moreover, 6-week-old inbred C57BL/6N and outbred Jcl:ICR (ICR)
mice were obtained from Japan SLC (Hamamatsu, Japan). All mice
were maintained in specific pathogen-free conditions, and food and
water were provided ad libitum. They were euthanized by cutting the
abdominal aorta under deep anesthesia with isoflurane. The harvested
ovaries were fixed with 10% neutral buffer formalin (NBF), 4%
paraformaldehyde (PFA), or 2.5% glutaraldehyde (GTA) in 0.1 M
phosphate buffer (PB) for histological analysis, immunohistochemical
stainings, and ultrastructural analysis, respectively.

Light microscopy and histoplanimetry

Paraffin-embedded blocks of 5 ovarian specimens were cut at
a thickness of 5 μm to obtain whole ovarian semi-serial sections
and stained with Hematoxylin-Eosin (HE) or periodic acid Schiffhematoxylin (PAS-H) to examine the morphological characteristics
of the CR ovarian follicles. The stained slide glasses were scanned by
the NanoZoomer 2.0 RS virtual slide scanner (Hamamatsu Photonics,
Shizuoka, Japan), and the data were used for histoplanimetry. Then,

BZ-X710 microscopy (Keyence, Osaka, Japan) was used to obtain
the histological images.
For histoplanimetry using HE stained sections, ovarian follicles
were classified, based on their stages, as PrF, primary (PF), secondary
(SF), and tertiary follicles (TF), according to previously reported
studies in rabbits [17]. Their numbers were counted at 7-section
intervals (whole ovaries were sectioned, resulting in at least 50 sections
per ovary), and the number of various developmental follicles was
multiplied by 7 to get an assessment of the total number of follicles
per ovary [18, 19]. Only follicles containing visible oocytes were
counted to avoid double counting. In brief, PrFs had an oocyte
surrounded by a single layer of flattened follicular epithelial cells.
However, PFs were identified as an oocyte enclosed by a layer of
granulosa cells (GCs). Secondary follicles contained two or three
layers of GCs surrounding the oocyte, but there was no visible antral
cavity among follicular epithelial cells. Tertiary follicles, having small
follicular spaces between follicular epithelial cells, began to form
and these follicles were composed of four or more granular layers.
The developmental stage of ovarian follicles containing more than
2 oocytes (defined as MOFs) or 2 nuclei (defined as DNOs) were
classified according to the above criteria [17], and their numbers were
counted. The percentage of MOFs or ovarian follicles containing
DNOs among all follicles was also calculated.
For the determination of oocyte polarity, 10 PFs and SFs containing
single and multiple oocytes were randomly selected from each
ovarian specimen. Selected oocytes were split by a line passing by
the center of the nucleus with the NDP.view2 software, and such
a line was divided into two sections, indicating the long distance
(LD) and short distance (SD) between the nuclear membrane and
the plasma membrane of oocytes. Measurements were taken for
both LD and SD.

Immunohistochemistry

Immunohistochemical staining for the oocyte marker DEAD
(Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box polypeptide 4 (Ddx4), and the follicular
epithelial cell marker Fork head box protein 2 (Foxl2), were performed
to estimate whether the oocytes of CRs, in particular those in MOFs
or DNOs, show biological characteristics similar to those of other
rodents. Ddx4 and Foxl2 were expressed in germ cells and follicular
epithelial cells from the time of their first appearance to adulthood in
mice [20]. Furthermore, Ki-67 was used to observe the proliferative
activity of developing follicles. Briefly, deparaffinized sections were
treated with 10 mM citrate buffer for 20 min at 105°C for antigen
retrieval, and then incubated in 0.3% H2O2/methanol solution for 10
min to quench the endogenous peroxidase activity. The sections were
then blocked with 10% normal goat serum (SABPO kit; Nichirei
Bioscience, Tokyo, Japan) for Ddx4 and Ki-67 stainings and 5%
normal donkey serum for Foxl2 stainings. They were incubated
overnight with rabbit anti-Ddx4 antibody (1: 500; Abcam, Cambridge,
UK), anti-Ki-67 antibody (1: 800; Abcam), and biotinylated donkey
anti-goat IgG antibody (1:400; Santa Cruz, Dallas, TX, USA) at 4°C.
The sections were then treated with biotinylated goat anti-rabbit IgG
(SABPO kit, Nichirei Bioscience) for 30 min at room temperature.
This was followed by streptavidin-horseradish peroxidase (SABPO
kit; Nichirei, Tokyo, Japan) incubation for 30 min followed by
incubation with 3,3-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride-H 2O2
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solution. Finally, the sections were counterstained with hematoxylin
and dehydrated with ascending grades of alcohol. The stained sections
were examined under a BZ-X710 microscope (Keyence).

Electron microscopy

The CR ovaries were immediately fixed with 2.5% GTA in 0.1
M PB for 4 h, at 4°C, followed by post-fixation with 1% osmium
tetroxide (OsO4) in 0.1 M PB for 2 h. The specimens were then
dehydrated with ascending grades of alcohol and embedded in
epoxy resin (Quetol 812 Mixture; Nisshin EM, Tokyo, Japan). The
epoxy blocks were cut at a thickness of 60 nm. Approximately,
80-100 ultrathin sections (at least 10 sections from each ovary) were
mounted on grids. The sections were stained with uranyl acetate
and lead citrate for 15 min and 10 min, respectively. The stained
sections were observed under a transmission electron microscope
(TEM) (JEM-1210; JEOL, Tokyo, Japan).

Statistical analysis

The results were expressed as mean ± standard error (SE) and were
analyzed using nonparametric methods. Two groups were compared
using the Mann-Whitney U-test. The Kruskal-Wallis test was used
to compare the developmental stages of 3 or more follicle groups
with MOFs or DNOs, and multiple comparisons were performed
using Scheffé’s method.

Results
General histology of the CR ovary

Figure 1 shows the histological characteristics of the CR ovary.
The ovarian cortex and medulla, developmental ovarian follicles,
and the corpus luteum were observed in the cortex, similar to other
rodent species (Fig. 1a). Furthermore, the follicles which progressed
to later developmental stages, such as SF, localized to the superficial
or deep region of the cortex, as previously reported in rodents [21]
or rabbits [17]. Moreover, the interstitial gland, a characteristic of
the rodent ovary [22], was observed throughout the cortical stroma
(Fig. 1b) and clusters of epithelioid cells resembled luteal cells in
the magnified area of panel b.
We then classified the developmental stages of the ovarian follicles according to the morphology of the follicular epithelium or
granular layers, as mentioned in the materials and methods section
[17]. According to that criteria, the developmental follicles were
classified as PrF, PF, SF, and TF (Fig. 1c–f).
For histoplanimetry (Table 1), the follicle number at each developmental stage decreased as follicular development progressed.
PrF showed the highest number and percentage of follicles, and a
significant difference was detected compared with those of TF (P <
0.01). PrF also showed the higher percentage of follicles compared
to SF (P < 0.01). PF showed a significantly higher number (P < 0.05)
and percentage (P < 0.01) of follicles compared to TF. Further, PF
showed a significantly higher percentage of follicles compared to
SF (P < 0.01).

MOFs in the CR ovary

A MOF is defined as an SOF containing two or more oocytes
(Fig. 2). The CR ovary showed MOFs in all the developmental
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stages of follicles, including PrF, PF, SF, and TF (Fig. 2a–d). MOFs
classified as PrF (Fig. 2a) were similar to oocyte nests as found in
prenatal or neonatal ovaries [3]. In particular, the zona pellucida was
clearly observed in MOFs classified as SF or TF, similar to single
oocyte follicles (Fig. 2c and d). The MOFs frequently observed in
histology images seemed to be unique histological features of the
CR ovary. Indeed, when observing the ovaries of C57BL/6N (n
= 4) and ICR (n = 4) mice, we detected no MOFs in the ovary of
C57BL/6N mice (Supplementary Fig. 1a: online only) but found
only two MOFs, one in a SF and another in a TF, in ovaries of ICR
mice (Supplementary Fig. 1c–d).
In Table 2, the highest number of MOFs was observed in those classified as PF, compared to that observed in other developmental stages
of the ovarian follicle in the histoplanimetric analysis. Significant
differences were observed in PF and SF compared with PrF and TF
MOFs (P < 0.01). Furthermore, MOFs classified as SF also showed
significantly higher values compared with those of TF (P < 0.01),
while the percentage of MOFs classified as SF was higher compared
with the percentage of those classified as PrF, PF and TF.
Most MOFs had 2 oocytes in a single follicle, but some of them
had 3 or more (Fig. 3a–c). The sizes of MOFs were 2 to 3 times
larger compared to the follicles containing single oocytes because of
the increased number of oocytes and GCs. The shape of the MOFs
in CRs also showed morphological variation, especially those in
PrF, which were elongated, triangular, or rounded (Fig. 3a). The
oocytes of MOFs seemed to be separated by follicular epithelial
cells or granulosa cells (Fig. 3c). An observation of semi-serial
sections showed that the apparently single follicles (Fig. 3d and e)
in one section were connected to MOFs in the next section (Fig.
3f), indicating that some MOFs have fine interconnections via GCs.

Characterization of SOFs and MOFs by immunostaining

We immunohistochemically examined the expression of the panoocyte marker Ddx4 and the follicular epithelial marker Foxl2 in
the CR ovary. In mice, Ddx4 and Foxl2 are expressed in germ cells
and the nuclei of follicular epithelial cells from the time of their first
appearance to adulthood [20]. As shown in Figure 3g–i, in addition
to the single follicles (Fig. 3g and i), the cytoplasm of oocytes in
the MOFs classified as PrF (Fig. 3g), PF (Fig. 3h), SF and TF (Fig.
3i) showed positive expression for Ddx4. Furthermore, the oocyte
nucleus in MOFs showed polarity of localization in the cytoplasm
(Fig. 3g–i). As shown in Table 4, the measured LD between the
nuclear membrane and the plasma membrane of oocytes in PFs and
SFs containing single and multiple oocytes was significantly greater
than the respective SD (P < 0.01). Moreover, Foxl2 expression was
observed in the nuclei of follicular epithelial cells in SOFs (Fig. 3j)
and MOFs (Fig. 3k–l). The theca cell layer starts to develop from
SF onward. However, Ki-67 staining demonstrated the proliferative
activity of GCs, but not of oocytes, in the follicles (Supplementary
Fig. 2a–c: online only). The majority of the MOFs had been developed
before the formation of the theca cell layer. However, the role of
theca cells in follicular function has received less attention compared
with intensive investigations into the role of granulosa cells [23].
The thickness of the theca cell layer depends on the type of follicles.
There were no visible differences in theca cell layer thickness between
SOFs and MOFs, with SF and TF having SOFs (Fig. 3m), MOFs in
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Table 1. The total number and percentage of each developmental follicle
in the cotton rat (CR) ovary
Follicle stage

PrF

PF
b'

SF

TF

b

203.6 ± 27.6 104.8 ± 12.1 23.2 ± 3.1
Total number
332.0 ± 25.4
Percentage (%) 48.6 ± 1.2 a', b' 30.3 ± 1.0 a, b' 15.9 ± 0.9
3.5 ± 0.5
Values are mean ± SE. The letters (a and b) denote statistical significance
with secondary (SF) and tertiary follicles (TF), (Kruskal-Wallis test
followed by Scheffe’s method, P < 0.05). The dash beside the letters
indicates highly significant differences compared to TF (P < 0.01). n = 5
ovaries (at least 50 sections/ovary).

Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.

General histology of the ovary of cotton rats (CRs). (a–g)
Histological observation of hematoxylin eosin-stained ovary
section from CR at 6–8 weeks of age. The ovarian cortex (CO)
and medulla (MD) are clearly observed in the CR ovary, and
the vascular system entering the ovarian hilus (panel a). Panel b
shows the interstitial glands. Panels c, d, e, and f show primordial
(PrF), primary (PF), secondary (SF), and tertiary follicles (TF),
respectively. Arrows in panels c-f indicate the PrF, PF, SF, and TF,
respectively. Scale bar = 100 µm.

SF (Fig. 3n) and TF (Fig. 3o).

DNOs in the CR ovary

In addition to MOFs, we found another unique characteristic of

Appearance of multi-oocyte follicles in the ovary of cotton rats
(CRs). (a–d) Histological observation of periodic acid Schiffhematoxylin (PAS-H)- stained ovary section in the CR at 6–8
weeks of age. Multi-oocyte follicles (MOF) are observed in
the CR ovary, and are classified as primordial (PrF), primary
(PF), secondary (SF), and tertiary follicles (TF) (panels a–d,
respectively). Square area in panel a indicate the same area of the
inset. Arrows in panel b–d indicate the PF, SF and TF, respectively.
In panel b–d, Periodic acid Schiff-hematoxylin (PAS-H)-positive
zonae pellucidae are clearly observed. Scale bar = 100 µm.

the CR ovary, DNOs, which are oocytes with two nuclei encased in
a single follicle. Figure 4 shows the appearance of DNOs, containing
two nuclei, in developing follicles including PrF (Fig. 4a), PF (Fig.
4b), and SF (Fig. 4c). The nuclei are closely attached (Fig. 4a–b) or
separated (Fig. 4c) within the same cytoplasm of follicles. Normally,
SOF contained single nucleus and size of the nucleus seemed to be
largest in initial stages as PrF (Fig. 4d). The majority of them were
found in PrF which was beneath the peripheral area and the remaining
DNOs lied either superficially or deep in the cortex of CR ovaries.
Notably, mature follicles such as TF did not contain any DNOs (Fig.
4d and e). DNOs also showed Ddx4-positivity in the cytoplasm of
PrF, PF and SF (Fig. 4d–f), respectively.
The histoplanimetric data for DNOs are shown in Table 3. Briefly,
from all the examined sections, the PrF showed the highest number
of DNOs, while the number of DNOs was sharply decreasing in
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Table 2. The total number and percentage of multi-oocyte follicles
(MOFs) classified by the stage of follicular development in the
cotton rat (CR) ovary
Follicle stage
Total number
Percentage (%)

PrF

PF

SF

TF

7.2 ± 0.8
2.2 ± 0.4

18.8 ± 2.1 a', b'
9.8 ± 1.8 a, b

11.8 ± 1.6 b'
11.7 ± 1.9 a, b

0.6 ± 0.2
2.4 ± 1.0

Values are mean ± SE. The letters (a and b) denote statistical significance
with primordial (PrF) and tertiary follicles (TF), (Kruskal-Wallis test
followed by Scheffe’s method, P < 0.05). The dash beside the letters
indicates highly significant differences compared with PrF and TF (P <
0.01). n = 5 ovaries (at least 50 sections/ovary).

Table 3. The total number and percentage of double nucleated oocytes
(DNOs) classified by the stage of follicular development in the
cotton rat (CR) ovary
Follicle stage
Total number
Percentage (%)

PrF

PF

SF

TF

1.4 ± 0.3
0.4 ± 0.1

0.6 ± 0.3
0.2 ± 0.2

0.2 ± 0.2
0.1 ± 0.2

ND

Values are mean ± SE. ND: not detected. n = 5 ovaries (at least 50
sections/ovary).

the consecutive follicles. However, no significant differences were
detected. Furthermore, while no significant differences were observed,
the percentage of DNOs in each follicular stage appeared to be higher
in PrF compared to that in other types of follicles. We did not find
any DNOs in ovaries of C57BL/6N and ICR mice.

Ultrastructure analysis of CR ovary

Figure 5 shows the ultrastructural analysis of follicles by TEM.
Figure 5a shows a representative image of a PrF having a single oocyte.
It has a clear round-shaped nucleus, and the mitochondrial clouds
of the CR oocyte have a unique structure. Indeed, the mitochondrial
clouds are distributed throughout the cytoplasm of the oocyte. On the
other hand, the oocytes in MOFs classified as PrF were separated by
follicular epithelial cells (Fig. 5b). Moreover, mitochondrial clouds
aggregated to one side of the cytoplasm of MOF oocytes (Fig. 5b
and c), in contrast with those observed in the follicles having a single
oocyte (Fig. 5a). Figures 5d and e show a more developed MOF,
where oocytes are separated by follicular epithelial cells or granulosa
cells. However, the border structure, such as the basement membrane
separating each oocyte is unclear, indicating that oocytes in MOF
shared the granulosa cells in the follicles. Furthermore, almost all
oocytes of MOFs possessed a clear zona pellucida, but their thickness
differed among oocytes (Fig. 5d and e). Unfortunately, we did not find
DNOs during observation of ultrathin CR ovary sections by TEM.

Discussion
The ovarian follicle consists of multiple differentiating cell types,
while the fundamental core is composed of an oocyte enveloped
by granulosa cells. During folliculogenesis, follicular morphology
changes as the oocyte grows and the surrounding cells differentiate.
The major morphological distinction observed between rodents
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and other domestic animals is the sheer abundance of primordial
follicles located throughout the ovarian cortex, beneath the tunica
albuginea. Upon reaching adulthood, the ovaries of common mouse
strains contain follicles of varying stages of development in the
order of 3,000 to 5,000 [24]. That number declines over time as
most follicles die via atresia, with a smaller number surviving to
ovulation in each estrus cycle. Although PrFs remain arrested and
static until the transition from PrF to PF occurs [25], in rodents, the
follicular formation occurs fairly synchronously during the first few
days after birth, the exact timing depending on species or strains [26].
In this study, we used CRs at 6–8 weeks of age, and their follicular
assembly showed that individual oocytes assembled into PrF and
each follicle typically consisted of one oocyte.
The most characteristic feature of the CR ovary was the appearance
of two or more oocytes in a single follicle, termed as MOFs, which
were found in all follicular developmental stages and more frequently
in PF and SF. The presence of MOFs in adult ovaries has been
reported in mammals [1, 4, 11]. We also investigated the ovaries of
C57BL/6N and ICR mice. Here, one MOF was found in a SF and
another one in a TF only in ovaries of ICR mice (Supplementary
Figs. 1c–d). Moreover, some researchers found MOFs in rodents upon
treatment with synthetic estrogenic hormones [27] or the estrogen
receptor β agonist 2,3-bis(4-hydroxyphenyl)-propionitrile [28], as
well as in ovaries of AQP8 knockout [19] or p27Kip1 mutant mice
[29]. Furthermore, the frequency of MOFs differs among species
or individuals, with possums showing high incidence of MOFs
(e.g. approximately 100 oocytes per follicle), and almost 70% of
female dogs having more than one MOF in their ovary [30]. In rabbit
ovaries, MOFs were also found in all phases of folliculogenesis, from
primary to preovulatory follicles [17]. In humans, binovularity has
been defined as the inclusion of two oocytes within a common zona
pellucida or their fusion in the zonal region, with no pregnancy being
achieved after the transfer of an embryo from a binovular follicle [31].
Although there is no detailed information about the role of MOFs in
ovarian physiology, its formation by defective nest breakdown and
follicular assembly would most likely contribute to determining the
number of MOFs, as reported in rats [18]. Since the appearance of
MOFs in CRs decreased in TF compared with PF and SF, almost all
of them would disappear until the formation of the antral follicle.
However, a few MOFs might be ovulated. It has been suggested that
the smallest oocytes in a MOF might be arrested in development and
probably degenerate, and all disappear except one, or that all might
undergo atresia and never reach the stage of extrusion of the first
polar body [32]. Whenever the number of follicles in MOFs was
higher than three, they would be present at different developmental
stages. Some of these MOFs, where the differences among cells
are more pronounced, would possibly undergo degeneration [1].
However, it has also been suggested that MOFs might be ovulated
in female dogs [6]. Further studies focusing on the ovulation and
fertility features of oocytes derived from MOFs are required to
clarify the characteristics of the reproductive function of MOFs.
The frequency of MOFs in the ovaries is species- and individualdependent (Table 5). In opossum, mice, pigs and goats, MOFs are
more common in the ovaries of younger, rather than of older, females
[8, 11, 33, 34]. In humans, the frequency of these follicles did not
change among different age groups [16] but decreased over time [35].
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Unique morphological features of multi-oocyte follicles in the ovary of cotton rats (CRs). (a–c) Histological observation of hematoxylin eosinstained ovary section in CR at 6–8 weeks of age. More than two oocytes were observed in single follicles classified as primordial (PrF), primary
(PF), secondary (SF) (panels a–c, respectively), and each oocyte was separated by follicular epithelial cells or granulosa cells. Squares in panels
a–b indicate the same area of the inset. The star in panel c indicates the common granulosa cells (GCs) contained in SF multi-oocyte follicles
(MOF). Scale bar = 100 µm. (d–f) Periodic acid Schiff-hematoxylin (PAS-H)-stained semi-serial sections of the ovary in CR at 6–8 weeks of age.
Single oocyte follicles (arrows, panels d and e) are connected with near MOF via fine connections of granulosa cells (arrowheads, panel f). Scale
bar = 100 µm. (g–i) Immunohistochemistry for the detection of oocyte maker in the ovary of CR at 6–8 weeks of age. DEAD (Asp-Glu-AlaAsp) box polypeptide 4 (Ddx4)-positive reactions are observed at the cytoplasm of the oocyte in the single oocyte follicles (arrowheads, panels
g and i). Ddx4-positive reactions are also observed in the cytoplasm of MOFs classified as PrF (square area), PF and SF (arrows) (panels g–h,
respectively). Square area in panel g indicate the same area of the inset. Scale bar = 100 µm. (j-l) Immunohistochemistry for the detection of the
follicular epithelial cell marker in the ovary of CR at 6–8 weeks of age. Foxl2 positive reactions are observed at the follicular epithelial cells in the
single oocyte follicles (arrowheads, panels j and k) and MOFs (arrows, panel l). Scale bar = 100 µm. (m-o) PAS-H-stained semi-serial sections of
the ovary in CR at 6–8 weeks of age. The thickness of the theca cell layer (double arrow heads, panels m, n and o) in single oocyte follicles (arrow
heads) and multi-oocyte follicle (arrows). Scale bar = 100 µm.
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Table 4. The polarity of single oocyte follicles (SOFs) and multioocyte follicles (MOFs) as determined by the measurement of
distances (long distance [LD] and short distance [SD]) between
the nuclear membrane and the plasma membrane of oocytes in
the cotton rat (CR) ovary
Follicle type
SOFs
MOFs

PF

SF

LD (µm)

SD (µm)

LD (µm)

SD (µm)

10.8 ± 0.8 *
13.9 ± 1.0 #

7.2 ± 1.0
4.2 ± 0.6

18.4 ± 1.4 *
23.6 ± 3.0 #

12.5 ± 0.8
9.0 ± 1.4

Values are reported as mean ± SE. * and # indicate significant differences
between LD and SD, as found by Mann-Whitney U-test (* SOF-LD
vs. SD and # MOF-LD vs. SD, P < 0.01). n = 50 oocytes (10 randomly
selected oocytes/ovary).

The frequency of MOFs in adult CRs was higher in PFs compared to
PrFs. Two theories could be put forward to explain the formation of
the MOF individually or cooperatively; 1) fusion of developmental
follicles or 2) dysregulated oocytogenesis. With regards to theory
1), a recent study suggested the invasive capacity of granulosa cells
which could contribute to connecting the follicles and generating
the MOFs in the peripubertal rat ovary [18]. However, although the
proliferative activity of MOFs was observed by some researchers in
mammals [10], Ki-67 staining demonstrated proliferative activity
only of GCs but not of oocytes in MOFs of CRs (Supplementary
Figs. 2a–c). Interestingly, the MOFs in CRs show two types of
morphological characteristics, (i) two or more irregular shaped
bulging follicles, projection and migration of granulosa cells into
the ovarian stroma, and the shared granulosa cells of these follicles
which appear as MOFs, and (ii) adjacent follicles connected by their

Fig. 4.
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cytoplasmic bridges appearing as linear forms of MOFs, indicating
the invasive capacity of granulosa cells in CRs.
With regards to theory 2), the oogonia can proliferate in fetal
mammals and most of them develop to oocytes by the initiation of
the first meiotic division. Oogonia are divided synchronously with
intercellular bridges between each other due to incomplete cytokinesis
[36], with these bridges generally disappearing in oocytes. Therefore,
the dysregulated cell division process during oocytogenesis might also
contribute to the formation of MOFs. In fact, it has been proposed
that MOFs might be derived from the division of a single cell with
two or more nuclei formed by amitotic division of the oocyte [31]
with failure of oocyte nest breakdown during the early stages of
folliculogenesis [2, 10, 11, 37, 38]. Further, the cluster of oocytes
surrounded by a common basement membrane is called an oocyte
nest and is commonly found in the immature mammalian ovary.
The nest breakdown, implying the separation of the nest to each
follicle, is observed at the prenatal to neonatal period. Therefore, the
dysregulation of this process might also contribute to the production
of MOFs in CRs. The other factors might be the encasement of
multiple oocytes in PrF during folliculogenesis due to their more
rapid developmental rate compared to the differentiation of the
surrounding somatic cells [11, 12, 32, 39]. To prove theory 2) in
MOF formation, further analysis of the fetal or neonatal CR ovary
is required.
The histological analysis of CR ovaries found another typical
characteristic of two nuclei being encased in a single follicle, termed
as DNOs, among the oocytes of PrF, PF, SF but not in TF. Double
nucleated cells can also be observed in other cell types, such as
hepatocytes or trophoblasts, and these double nuclei indicate an
intensive transcriptional activity [40]. However, DNOs tended to be
frequently observed in PrF containing oocytes. The reason for DNO

Double nucleated oocytes in the ovary of cotton rats (CRs). (a–c) Histological observation of hematoxylin eosin-stained ovary section in the CR
at 6–8 weeks of age. Two nuclei are observed within a single oocyte in the follicles classified as primordial (PrF), primary (PF), secondary (SF)
(panels a–c, respectively). Each nucleus (asterisks) shares the same cytoplasm. (d–f) Immunohistochemistry for the detection of the oocyte maker
in the ovary of CR at 6–8 weeks of age. DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box polypeptide 4 (Ddx4)-positive reactions are observed at the cytoplasm of
DNO (arrow) classified as Pr, PF, SF (panels d–f, respectively). Scale bar = 100 µm.
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Ultrastructural features of multi-oocyte follicles in the ovary of cotton rats (CRs). Panels are transmission electron microscopy images of the ovary
section of CR at 6–8 weeks of age. Panel a displays a representative primordial (PrF) having a single oocyte with a clear round-shaped nucleus (N)
and clouded mitochondria (arrows) distributed throughout the cytoplasm. Panel b shows a multi-oocyte follicles (MOF) classified as PrF. Oocytes
(O1 and O2) are separated by follicular epithelial cells (FE). Mitochondrial clouds (arrows) aggregated in the MOF (panels b-c), in contrast with the
follicles having a single oocyte (panel a), and they tended to localize to one side of the cytoplasm. Panel d and e show the more developed MOF, and
oocytes are separated by granulosa cells (GC). The border structure separating each oocyte is unclear. Oocytes of MOFs in panel d and e possess a
clear zona pellucida (ZP), and their thickness differs among oocytes. Scale bar = 5 µm in panels a, b, and c, and 10 µm in panels d and e.

Table 5. Frequency of multi-oocyte follicles (MOFs) in different mammalian species
Animals

Category

Frequency (%)
(observed/total follicles)

Goat

Prepubertal
Non pregnant
Pregnant

100.0 (6/6)
50.0 (3/6)
17.0 (1/6)

Dog

Prepubertal
Mature

68.4 (13/19)
36.6 (48/131)

Pig

Gilts
Sows

6.4 (49/819)
1.4 (9/659)

Cattle

Fetus
Heifer
Cow

Reference
Lucci et al., 1999

40.0 (8/20)
37.5 (9/24)
45.0 (9/20)

Payan-Carreira and Pires, 2008
Stankiewicz et al., 2009
Silva-Santos et al., 2011

The table shows previously published data on the frequency of MOFs in 4 mammalian
species (goat, dog, pig, cattle).

formation might be: (1) fusion of two individual oogonia during
nest breaking; (2) incomplete nuclear division without cytoplasmic
cleavage during folliculogenesis; or (3) other unknown factors.
Moreover, most DNOs appeared in the early developmental stages
of folliculogenesis. There is no report of DNOs in other rodents, but
binuclear oocytes are usually found in possum [33]. The prevalence
of “polynuclear” follicles was 58% in women under the age of

20 years, whereas similar follicles were found in 13% of women
aged 20 to 39 years, and none in the ovaries of women 40 years or
older [35]. The previous study suggested that binuclear oocytes in
humans might result from the fusion of two individual oogonia or
from nuclear division in an oogonium without ensuing cytoplasmic
cleavage [41]. CRs might be deficient in these processes, similar
to MOF formation.

UNIQUE MORPHOLOGY OF COTTON RAT OVARY

The ultrastructural analysis of CR ovaries shows that almost all
oocytes of MOFs have a clear zona pellucida. The thickness of the
zona pellucida in mammals is usually similar among oocytes [1],
but that of the MOF differs. These data indicate a partial dysfunction of oocytes in MOFs, even though these can still express the
representative oocyte marker Ddx4. This is a characteristic feature
of MOFs, although this marker is also expressed in SOFs of CRs.
However, the difference in polarity between MOFs and SOFs is
clarified ultrastructurally by the presence of mitochondrial clouds
in CRs. We hypothesized that such mitochondrial clouds aggregated
toward the LD between the nucleus and the plasma membrane.
Oocyte polarity and embryonic patterning are well-established
features of development in lower species [42]. In particular, the
distribution of organelles in oocytes shows dramatic asymmetry
resulting in a structural and molecular polarity [43]. However, there
is a profound conceptual difference between cell asymmetry and
polarity: indeed, the asymmetrical distribution of molecules and/or
organelles within a cell does not impose or necessarily indicate the
existence of cell polarity [43]. Furthermore, mitochondrial clouds
tended to aggregate to one side of the cytoplasm of MOF oocytes.
These have been termed as Balbiani bodies (Bbs) containing a
large RNA-protein granule, and they are universally conserved
in the oocytes of insects [44], ﬁsh [45], rodents [36], and humans
[46]. In all cases, ultrastructural analysis showed that the Bbs were
located at the nuclear periphery but at one side of the cytoplasm in
MOFs of CRs and were composed of aggregated mitochondria and
electron-dense material, likely corresponding to RNA. The Bbs
are transient structures, as they only exist in the dormant oocytes,
and are dispersed once the oocyte is activated [36]. Although the
functional significance of Bbs in CRs is unclear, polarity located
Bbs in Xenopus oocytes is known to be associated with the germinal
granules responsible for the determination of the germ cell fate [47].
In Xenopus and mice, Bbs disperse during oocyte growth [36, 48].
Also, in Xenopus early oocytes, the microtubules emanate from the
centrioles toward the mitochondria of the assembling Bb and are
probably involved in the movement and aggregation of mitochondria
around the centrioles [48].
This study used the CR animal model and evaluated the unique
phenotypes of CR ovaries, which are characterized by the presence
of MOFs and DNOs. The data obtained contribute to clarifying how
MOFs and DNOs are formed, and also show that the CR is a useful
model in studying folliculogenesis and oocytogenesis as well as
their abnormalities, in humans and other animals.
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